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Abstract

Ventricular Assist Devices (VADs) are mechanical pumps used to off-load a
deceased heart, primarily in late stage congestive heart failure patients. VAD
employment may facilitate cardiac recovery, but most often provides time
before a suitable heart transplant can be found. Lately, long term use VAD
systems have been introduced as an alternative to a heart transplant.

Traditionally, design of VADs has employed either displacement based
pump technologies or radial-flow pumps, also known as rotodynamic pumps.
A displacement pump induces a mechanical force on a fluid contained within a
defined space, hence giving it motion. Radial-flow pumps impart momentum to
a fluid, most often by placing a rotating device in the fluid.

This thesis introduces a novel pumping concept, combining features from
both displacement and radial-flow pumps. A first prototype, the VivicorTM

pump, has been designed, fabricated and evaluated In Vitro, the results
reported in this thesis.

The In Vitro evaluation of the VivicorTM pump provides evidence of a pump
with mechanical self-regulation based on pump pre-load level, much like a
displacement pump. The VivicorTM pump also displays pulsating outflow in
combination with an inflow both during pump systole and diastole. The latter
provides potential advantages over traditional displacement pumps as smaller
cannulae or catheters can be used, facilitating miniaturization. Continuos
filling throughout the pumping cycle also require less pressure to be exerted
on the fluid, compared to displacement pumps, limiting the risk of mechanical
damage to the pumped fluid. The In Vitro evaluation has also provided further
insights on necessary design modifications in the second-generation VivicorTM

prototype, currently planned. The VivicorTM pumping technology is highly
interesting for further development and evaluation for use in ventricular assist
applications.
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